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Abstract 
The use of interactive whiteboard in multimedia network classroom makes up a whole interactive instruction system, 
which raises the interactivity and interest of teaching and also makes teaching more efficient. Taking advantage of the 
theory about CSCW group collaboration can attach importance to interactive teaching and learning between students 
and teachers, increasing students’ participatory and initiative in teaching process greatly and making information 
technology play a very important role in education and teaching.  
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1.Introduction 
With the rapid development of computer information technology, the ways of education and teaching 
have had a constant change. It is afraid that having classes following the usual pattern is difficult to 
satisfy the students’ requests. The traditional teaching model which we know is facing challenge and 
multimedia assistant instruction is becoming a trend gradually. The introduction of multimedia and other 
high technology means to teaching activities will transform the traditional teaching model of “a 
blackboard and a piece of chalk”. Interactive whiteboard is a revolutionary change of the traditional 
trinity teaching model of “chalk +blackboard + eraser” and classroom teaching today is experiencing the 
evolution from blackboard to interactive whiteboard [1]. Multimedia network classroom is a real-time, 
interactive and virtual teaching system based on network, which is a product of the combination of the 
technology of computer, network communication and multimedia. It simulates teaching functions in 
traditional classroom and use the method of CSCW to provide a circumstance of shared cooperative 
classroom teaching for scattered teachers and students online. Combining interactive whiteboard 
technology with multimedia network classroom technology will eventually result in the information of 
daily classroom teaching. 
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2.Network Share of Whiteboard 
In multimedia network classroom it can use interactive whiteboard to achieve the teaching interaction 
between teachers and students. This system uses C/S (Client/Server)structure. Classroom teaching can be 
divided into two parts of teaching and interactive communication and multimedia network classroom is a 
system of group cooperation so that it is necessary to achieve multipoint communications among all 
members. Real-time multi-point communications is the key point to achieve multimedia network 
classroom, which sends the content of courses and manage interactive communication. 
2.1.The Achievement of the Function of Screen Broadcast 
In multimedia network classroom, screen broadcast is an important function to demonstrate 
whiteboard and achieve interactive teaching. Screen broadcast transmits images on the screen of teacher’s 
computer to students’. Without extra setup, teachers can cut out images which is operated by desktop or 
played by screen availably. When the teacher has class, students can see the images on teacher’s 
computer by their own computer at the same time, which is showed in figure 1. 

Fig. 1. The structure chart of screen broadcast 
After the screenshot, it should transmit images to each student to see. There are two ways to transmit 
images from server to client: one is the reliable TCP connection and the other the unreliable UDP 
connection. Because the image transmission from teacherÿs computer to students’ is one-to-many, we 
always adopt the UDP connection in the transmission system of real-time data on screen [3-4]. 
In classroom teaching, it requires the data of teacher’s computer is transmitted to the students’ in real time 
and is appeared on teacher’s and students’ screens synchronously. So it needs the images of teacher’s 
computer is transmitted to the students’ through the network dynamically so that to achieve the goal of 
synchronous teaching. 
The broadcast and transmission process of images is divided into following procedures: 
y to gain the screenshots of the teacher’s computer which need to be broadcasted 
y to compress the obtained images 
y to use webcast to achieve the transmission of images 
y students’ computers receive images and show them to screen after decompression. 
Images should be compressed before transmission and receivers decompress the archive and restore 
the images. It will free the web resources when the network has errors or the request is interrupted [5]. In 
order to ensure the transmission quality of image we always use UDP to transmit the data. And we can 
add the data validation mechanism to UDP data packets to ensure the images transmitted by UDP have 
better quality. Because UDP can not check the integrality of data transmission, increasing check 
artificially can ensure the transmission effect. 
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2.2.The Compression and Decompression of Images 
After the screen of teacher’s computer is captured, the image can be broadcast and sent to students’ 
computers and appear. Because the images captured from teacher’s computer are always the form of 
bitmap which is large so if the images are broadcast and sent out directly, it will take up network 
bandwidth, which can result in the data congestion and impact the instantaneity and stability of the 
broadcast. Therefore, images should be compressed at first and then sent to students’ computers. After 
receiving the compressed image data, students’ computers decompress them and finally the images can 
appear on the computer’s screen.  
We use CompreeBitmap to compress the bitmap and use UnCompressBitmap to decompress the 
bitmap  
y to compress initial images˖ 
procedure CompressBitmap ˄ var CompressedStream: TMemoryStream;const CompressionLevel: 
TcompressionLevel˅˗ 
 var 
   SourceStream˖ TcompressionStream˗ 
   DestStream˖TmemoryStream˗ 
   Count:integer˗ 
  Begin 
   Count˖= CompressedStream.Size˗ 
//get the original size of the image stream 
   DestStream˖= TMemoryStream.Create˗ 
   SourceStream˖=TCompressionStream.Create 
   ˄ CompressionLevelˈDestStream)˗ 
  Try 
   CompressedStream.SaveToStream˄SourceStream˅˗ 
//save original image stream to SourceStream 
   SourceStream.Free˗ 
   CompressedStream.Clear˗ 
   //save compressed image stream to DestStream 
   CompressedStream.WriteBuffer˄CountˈSizeOf˄Count˅˅˗ 
//write the original size of images 
    CompressedStream.CopyFrom˄DestStreamˈ 0˅˗ 
 //write compressed image stream 
  finally 
  DestStream.Free; 
  end; 
  end; 
y recover compressed images 
procedure UnCompressBitmap˄const CompressedStream: TFileStream; var Bmp: Tbitmap˅˗ 
  var 
   SourceStream˖ TdecompressionStream˗ 
   DestStream˖TmemoryStream˗ 
   Buffer˖ Pchar˗ 
   Count˖ Integer˗ 
  Begin 
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   CompressedStream.ReadBuffer˄Countˈ SizeOf˄Count˅˅˗ 
//read out the size of original image from the compressed image stream     
GetMem˄Buffer, Count˅˗ 
// Based on the size of the original image allocate memory block for the image stream which is to be read 
into 
 DestStream ˖ 
=TMemoryStream.Create; 
      SourceStream ˖=TDecompressionStream.Create(CompressedStream)˗ 
Try 
 SourceStream.ReadBuffer 
˄Buffer^, Count˅˗ 
//decompress the compressed image stream and put them into Buffer memory block 
 DestStream.WriteBuffer(Buffer^, Count)˗ 
//save the original image stream into DestStream 
 DestStream.Position˖= 0; 
// Reset stream pointer 
Bmp.LoadFromStream(DestStream)˗ 
 // Load the original image stream from DestStream 
finally 
FreeMem˄Buffer)˗ 
 DestStream.Free˗ 
End˗ 
End˗ 
3.The Cooperative Management Mechanisms of this System 
3.1.The Method of Cooperation 
The real-time interactive system of multimedia network classroom has two parts of teacher’s 
computer and students’ computers. Connecting the teacher’s computer with the students’, the desktop 
images will be transmitted to the screens of students’ computers immediately when the teacher’s 
computer opens the presentation function to achieve the real-time teaching of whiteboard. The system 
also pays attention to the cooperative learning, discussion and the solution of problems between teachers 
and students. 
According to the theory of CSCW, taking advantage of the computer technology, network technology 
and multimedia technology can let teachers and students learn cooperatively, divide and cooperate and 
finish the tasks of classroom teaching under shared circumstance. In figure 2, the application of 
interactive whiteboard in multimedia network classroom is designed by this model. Teachers and students 
carry on teaching and learning activities within a virtual environment which is similar to meeting system. 
And in this system, teachers can interact with students timely, discuss together to achieve good teaching 
effect. The teacher also can take advantage of the group function of network to make team members 
discuss and solve learning problems through cooperation, and the members of the team can cooperate 
fully to get information using the Internet and discuss how to achieve the learning goal. 
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Fig. 2. Multimedia teaching system to support CSCW 
3.2.The Strategy of Concurrency Control 
In the group cooperation of the system, in order to avoid mistakes or malfunctions caused by 
concurrent operation of coordinators and insure the operating cooperation of each user and the 
consistency of whiteboard, a cooperative management mechanism which is provided by system is needed.  
The teacher has the class in the way of interactive teaching in this system. In this cooperative learning 
circumstance, all members in the classroom work in parallel and can operate whiteboard object at the 
same time, which causes operation conflict problems easily. In order to insure the consistency of all 
users’ whiteboard, the system adopts the way of centralized control[6]. 
In the way of centralized control, the system adopts the lock technology to solve the problem of 
concurrency control in the system of whiteboard based on network. In actual practice, we set up a control 
lock signal for shared whiteboard object as the symbol whether the operation of shared object is occupied 
by some user. If shared whiteboard is used by one user at some moment, it shows that the shared 
whiteboard is locked by the system. As long as the user obtains the lock of shared whiteboard, the user 
can operate. At this moment, other users can not operate the shared whiteboard at all. Only after the user 
finishes the operation and releases the lock, that is, the shared whiteboard is unlocked, can the next user 
apply for the operation to whiteboard. In this way, the concurrency conflict caused by many users’ 
operation to whiteboard at the same time in the system is solved, which is suit for the control of 
multimedia network classroom for whiteboard and makes the whiteboard got by members in the 
classroom after their respective operation consistent. 
3.3.Cooperative Annotation of Whiteboard 
The whiteboard in network teaching is the upgrade of traditional one and the extension of interactive 
application of whiteboard, which supports the application of CSCW of group cooperation in distributed 
environment. The network module of whiteboard teaching offers the shared area of texts and images based 
on network teaching to teachers and students. Teachers take advantage of tools of drawing and text input 
provided by the system to comment and mark on the whiteboard and then corresponding images are passed 
the communication of network and multimedia
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on to terminal screens of students’ computers in the condition of communication synchronously through 
network. In this way, students can not only see teacher’s operation synchronously but also can take part in 
the drawing of whiteboard. This kind of shared whiteboard supplies the room of group cooperation in the 
network environment so that each participant is able to use the tools of comment and drawing to read, 
circle and mark whiteboard object. After one collaborator modifies the content of whiteboard, others’ 
views will be updated at once to keep pace with the latest whiteboard in network. In the pattern of 
cooperation cooperative annotation of shared whiteboard assigns different roles to different users: teachers 
take charge of the assignment of tasks, the management of annotation and the protection of users’ 
information, etc. At first, teachers establish the task of annotation and appoint annotated whiteboard object, 
name list of students who take part in the annotation and the way and time of annotation and so on. 
Students enter in their own interface of multimedia network classroom to accept the task of annotation, 
look through and discuss the whiteboard and bring out their own proposals about changes as well as do 
cooperative annotation of whiteboard at the same time. Then teachers check the annotation submitted by 
students and find out and cancel improper and wrong annotation in time as well as put forward some pieces 
of advice. This whole process is benefited to make cooperative operation go on wheels.  
In practice, it can use the sharing strategy of information of the whiteboard event. The server 
centralizes the management of whiteboard object. Whenever a client operates the whiteboard, those 
actions are packed and sent to server as event. And then the server receives and deals with them, orders 
and analyzes message queue and generates final whiteboard to broadcast it to all members in multimedia 
classroom.   
4.Conclusion 
The application of the technology of interactive whiteboard in network teaching is a way of assistant 
instruction which combines the technology of computer, multimedia, network and modern teaching 
methods organically. The paper states the sharing mechanism of whiteboard in network and achieves the 
functions of the obtainment and compression of images, broadcast and monitoring. At last it researches 
the mechanism of cooperative management of the system, states how users in the classroom to learn 
collaboratively, divide and cooperate and accomplish teaching tasks together under the circumstance of 
network share as well as analyzes the technology of lock which solves the problem of sharing conflict of 
whiteboard and the way of the cooperative annotation of whiteboard.  
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